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CONGRESSIONAL RECORD -Extensions

measure includes many "poison pill" sections
which were assured to fall individually. The
administration continues to oppose provisions,
contained In H.R.4570, which wouldendanger
our Nation's natural resources. The President
has Indicated that he will veto the measure in
its current foe.
I am concerned
that the majority has chosen not to provide, sufficient opportunity to
remedy and find consensus among Membem
regarding the deficiencies contained in this bill.
In fact, there are seventeen provisions within
this measure which have never been heard or
taken up before the Committee on Resources.
An additional forty-eight have yet to be reported out of committee. However, the bill's
sponsors have chosen to combine these provisions without opportunity for andthe benefit of
debate or amendment Such heavy handed
and partisan tactics espouse the worst qualities of legislating in a politically motivated environment.
I take particular exception to several sections Included in this bill.For example, I object
to efforts which hinder Presidential authority,
as granted under the Antiquities Act, to protect
our most significant and valuable naturalresources on Federal lands. Also, I am opposed
to efforts to accelerate timer harvesting on
Federal lands in the name of "forestry management."
In addition to circumventing the environmental review process under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA),this section
does not allow for careful and prudentplanning for timber harvesting. Further, it creates
additional timber subsidies through a new
credit program established for loggers. Such
"poison pill"sections in this omnibus measure
need to be addressed on a singular basis
without hindering the passage of other noncontroversial provisions.
Mr. Chairman, while I support many of the
provisions contained in this omnibus act, I
cannot support them with the many more environmentally adverse sections contained in this
bill.Untilsuch adverse provisions am removed
fromthis till, I wilturge my colleagues to vote
against H.R.4570, while continuing to work toward enactment of a billthat is responsive to
the needs of our nationsi parksand publis
lands.
DEPARTMENTS
OF
LABOR,
HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES,
AND EDUCATION. AND RELATED
AGENCIES
APPROPRIATIONS
ACT. 1999
SPFECHOF

HON. BRUCE
F. VENTO
OF MINNESOTA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, October 8, 1998
The House in Committee of the
Whole House on the State of the Union
had under consideration the bill (H.R.
4274)making appropriations for he Departments of Labor. Health and Human
Services, and Education, and related
agencies. for the fiscal year ending
September 30, 1999, and for other purposes:
Mr. VENTO.Mr. Chairman, I dse today In
strong opposition to the Labor-HHS-Education
Appropriations Act for fiscal year 1999. this

of Remarks

October 11, 1998

legislation essenially denies the weakest and
Finally, I am disappointed with this measmost vulnerable of our nation's citizens impor- ure's elimination of funding for the Low-intnt programs which provide positive opportu- come Housing Energy Assistance Program,or
ntiles to succeed in life. It shortchanges the LIHEAP. LIHEAP provides heating and cooling
youth of our nationby virtually eliminating the assistance to 4.3 million low-income houseAdministration's education agenda, subjects holds by way of nurturing an effective funding
millions of America's most vulnerable families partnership with all levels of government and
to hardships with the elimination of LIHEAP, the private sector. This is a crucial need in
dismantles common sense programs that help cold weather states such as Minnesota.
young people prepare for the world of work; You don't have to be a meteorologist, sciand severely undemuts funding for programs entist or environmentalist to notice theweather
which tackle labor issues such as adequate patterns
in the past few years. Most Minnessowages, organizing rights, worker health and tass are familiar with the extremes in weathersafety enforcement.
relatedconditions: dangerous winter temperaAs a former educator, I am a strong sup- tures down to 30 degrees below zero cowporter of programs that invest in our nation's bined with even more frigid arctic windchills,
children. Education is the most important in- producing advisory warnings against stepping
vestment we can make to ensure the welfare outside with exposed skin for morethan five
of our nation's future. Our publioschools face minutes. We Minnesotans in tam sympathize
enormous challenges in the next several with Texans this past summer, where at least
years, including record high number of stu- 79 peopledied due to heat-related illnesses
dents, increasing proportions of students
with during the long, 100-plus degree heatwave.
disabilities, billions of dollars in unmet inlga- T00-puree
tra e.
structure
needs and the challenge of making These etremes in temperatures translate into
education technology available to all students. unpredictable energy bills for everyone, but
To often I must report that as public schools have particulady dire consequences for indistruggle critics make their task more difficult viduals struggling on a limited income, and
rather than offer the resources. This irrespon- disparities of income have persisted and comsible appmpeaion clearly ignores the fact that pound this program zero funding policy path.
It is estimated that the average American
education has consistently beenrated as a top
priorityof our constituents-t is almost impos- household spends 6.8 percent of its income
sible to list all of the negative provisions in- on energy bills during the most expensive
cluded, but let mehighlight, some of the "low- heating and cooling seasons. A low-income
lights". The Republican bill eliminates Title I household spends an average of 17.4%, and
readingand mathassistance for 520,000 dis- sometimes up to 30%. That's at least two and
advantage students; eliminates Perkins col- a half times the average burden. We're talking
lege loans andByrd Scholarships for 120,000 about the poor eldedy, children, low-income
students. cuts $300 millionfrom Goals 2000 single parents-persons already hit with the
and Eisenhower teacher training programs struggles of welfare-to-work and cuts in Medand turns them into block grants; and cuts care coverage.
Yet in the wake of tornadoes, floods, hurdfunding or drug and violence prevention coordinstors at t,500 middleschools. i cuts fund- canes, andother natural disasters, the RepubIng for the School-to-Work programby $250 lican leadership has seized upon this oppormillion, eliminates funding for Star Schools, tunity to create a battle between underserved
thereby shutting down innovative programs for populations. The Labor-HHS-Education bill
using technology and telecommunications justifies taking money out of LIHEAP to pay
equipment in the classroom in low-income for an increase In our nation's medical reschool districts. This Republican effort will searahprogram. While I understand the imporwithdraw funding for the Summer Youth Em- tance of advancements in medical research,
ployment and Training programand will pro- robbing Peter to pay Paul does not alleviate
vent over 130,000 young Americans from the long-term health, nalditon and safety probgaining work experience and learning the valu- lems caused by placing low-income individuals
in between a rook and a hard place, forcing
able work ethics,
Proponents of this bill gloss over and ignore them to decide whether to heat or eat.Energy
these drastis cuts in education and willinstead assistance Is one of the simplest andmost efapplaud the needed and provided increases fective ways of preventing individuals from
for Pell Grants, TRIO, ImpactAid and Special having to make that choice. Should we really
education. However, the bill provides only a expect the poorest of the poor, the working
$537 million, or 1.8% increase in programle- poor to be the qualitative cut that will help us
els for the department of educaton-a figure fight the great ills that have faced mankind
which falls substantially below the 2.2% infla- through the ages.
000arate projected for FY 99, sowe are going
I urge my colleagues to express their corbackwards.
mitment to a more preventive approach to
Butthat's not all. This bill doesn't just target meeting the needs of undersersed poputhe youth of our Nation to accept far less. H.R. ations. Vote no on the current Labor-HHS4247 Is extreme in its disregard for the prateC- Education appropriations package.
lon of our workforce. It provides inadequate
-7.1
funding for federal laws which protect their I'"I
health andsafety, and their right of workers to r SONNY BONO COPYRIGHT TER
organize and bargaincollectively. In addition,
EXTENSION ACT
this bill ignores the growing need for highly
OF
SPEECH
skilled workers, cutting, nearly in half, the
HON. JOE SCARBOROUGH
number of people who Canparticipation in employment and training programs. This confinOFFLORIDA
ued attack upon Amefica's labor force and the

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

extreme underfunding of principal programs
Wednesday, October 7,1998
which protect workers' wages, pensions, and
equal opportunity rights is trulya slap in the
Mr. SCARBOROUGH. Mr. Speaker, I rise in
face to the working families of America.
suppod of Title I of S. 0, the Copyright
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CONGRESSIONAL RECORD - Extensions of Remarks
Term Extension Act, but rise in opposition to
title It of the bill,relating to famess in music
licensing. Title 11amounts to bad legislative
decision-making for-at least three reasons: (1)
It is a shortsighted poticy;(2) it is potetialy
an unconstitutional taking; and (3) it violates
our multilateral treaty obligations which is likely to result in trade sanctions of property of
songwriters.
First, byexempting most commercial establishments from paying copyright licensing fees
for the public performance of music, the propasal will radically reduce the royalties that
performing rights organizations (BMI,ASCAP
And SESAC)will collect on behalf of songwrters. Admittedly, proponents of eroded protecio-those that want a free tide off the
backs of creators--are numerous and organized. But, this is no reason to enact legislationthat will extinguish the flame of creativity
and will chill the progress of science and the
useful arts.
Second, the right to own private property
free from arbitrary govemment interference is
a basic tenet of Amedcn life. Infact, the right
to own property Is as ancient as humankind
itself, with the enforcement of property rights
being a part of legal systems woddwide.
Under our constitutional scheme of goverment, property cannot be "taken" by govemment actsn without just compensation. Although debate swids around the definition of
the term "taking", common sense dictates that
the term refers to any acts that diminish or deprive any legally protected right to use, possess, exclude others, or dispose of one's
property, real or intellectual. Tite 1Iof the bill
"takes" the property of songwriters and
"glees" it to commercial establishments to use
wilhout compensation. In my opinion, it is takIng without due process of law and just compensation and is therefore unconstitutional.
Third, the Secretary of Commerce has already advised Congress that fairness in music
licensing reform legislation violates our internalional treaty obligations.
His words have
been seconded by a drumbeat of statements
from the United States Trade Representative,
the Reglster of Copyrights, and the Assistant
Secretary of Commerce and Commissioner of
Patents and Trademarks that an ovedy broad
exemption in section 110(5)of the Copyright
Act would "violateour obligations under the
Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary
and Artistic Works." I believe that itle II will
result in a WTO finding that we have violated
our multilateral treaty obligations.
For these reasons, I oppose Tile II of the
billbut because I support Title I, I willnot ask
for a recorded vote.
MISSISSIPPI SIOUX TRIBES JUDGMENT FUND DISTRIBUTION ACT
OF 1998

SPEECHOF

HON. RICK HIL
OFMONTANA

IN THEHOUSE
OF REPRESENTATIVES
Saturday, October 10 1998
Mr. HILL. Mr. Speaker, I rise to support S.
391, the "Mississippi Sioux Tribes Judgment
Fund Distdbuttn Act of 1998'

S. 391, sponsored by Senator DORGANof
North Dakota and cosponsored by his colleague from North Dakota and his cotleagues
from Montana and South Dakota, was originally introduced as a companion bill to H.R.
976. My tegislation was brought up in the
House under suspension of the roles and
passed on September 8, 1997.
After receiving the referral of H.R. 976 the
Senate Committee on Indian Affairs held a
hearng on the measure on October 21, 1997
and favorably reported an amendment In the
nature of a substitute on November 4, 1997.
In order to address concerns raised by the Administration, the Committee on Indian Affairs
held a legislative heaing on S. 391 on July 8.
1998. Only July 29, 1998 the committee favorably reported S. 391 with an amendment In
the nature of a substitute. The Senate passed
S. 391 on October 9, 1998.
The major difference between H.R. 976 as
passed by the House and S. 391 as passed
by the Senate concems the amount of the
judgment fund to be distributed to the three
Sisseton and Wabpeton tribes. Under H.R.
976, these tribes would receive the interest on
the undistributed funds and the lineal descendants would receive the principal originally allocated to them in the 1972 act. Under
S. 391, the tribes will receive about 28.3 percent of the undistibuted funds and the lineal
descendants will receive about 71.6 percent
This disposition of the fund was resulted from
extensive consultations by the Senate Committee on Indian Affaims both with the tribes
and with the Administration. The Administration, in tcm, consulted with representatives of
the lineal descendants.
While in my opinion the tibes should receive the funds provided in the House passed
measure the allocation funds in S. 391 represents a reasonable approach to accommodating the concerns and Interests of the Administration, the tibes and lineal descendants.
The cap S. 391 places on the amount of funds
to be distnbuted to unaffiliated lineal descendants is particularly important. The United
States has an important govemment-to-govemnment relationship with these tribes and a
trust responsibility to them that supports providing to the trbes the greatest percentage
possible of the judgment fund that is compensation for the taking of lands owned by the
tribes. Providing the greatest percentage possible will improve the desperate economies of
these tribes while diminishing the amount of
the fund that will be distributed per capita to
unaffiliated lineal descendants to whom the
United States does not owe the same trust obligation.
Apart from changing the tribal allocation,
much of the remainder of S. 391 is the same
as or similar to provision contained in H.R.
976. There are, however, certain new provisions that make more acceptable the reduction in the distribution to the tribes. One is a
provision that tightens the methods used by
the Secretary to veety the Sisseton and
Wahpeton Mississippi Sioux Tribe lineal ancestry of new applicants who seek to participate as lineal descendants. The methods used
by the Secretary With respect to those already
identified as lineal descendants resulted in
only 65 of those 1,988 individuals tracing ancestry to a member of the Sisseton and
Wahpeton Mississippi Sioux Tribe. Since the
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judgment fund is compensation for lands taken
from this aboriginal tribe it stands to reason
andthe 1972 act says as much explicitly, that
eligibility to participate as a distributes must
be based on lineal descendance from the aboriginal tribe. The only way to assure this is to
have applicants identity a lineal ancestor who
was a member of the tribe. S. 391 now more
emphatically requires this. The Secretary,
under S. 391, must use certainspecified rolls
to establish that an applicant has a lineal ancestor who was a member of the aboiginal
tribe. However, it is not sufficient to simply
identify an ancestor on one of the rolls referred to in S. 391. In addition it is necessary
to ascertain that, that ancestor was a member
of the aboriginal Sisseon and Wahpeton Mississippi SiouxTribe. If the use of a particular
rolldoes not permitthe Secretary to determine
that aboriginal tribe membemhip, then the
Secretary must use other rolls, closer in time
to the existence of the aboriginal tibe, to assure that an applicant has identified a "specific
Sisseton and Watpeton Mississippi Sioux
Trbe lineal ancestor."
Section 9 is another important provision in
S. 391. Subsections (a) and (f) of this section
guarantee that Ifthe lineal descendants bring
suit challenging the constitutionality of the allocation to the tribes, the tribes will have the
dght to intervene in that suit to challenge the
constitutionality of the allocation that S. 391
makes to the lineal descendants. Most importantly, the tribes will have the rightto have
their constitutional claims heard and determined on the meits. This was an important
provision requested by the tribes as pad of the
negotiations that resulted in the reduction of
the trbal allocation from that allowed under
H.R. 976. The tribes' constitutional claims
have never been determined on the merits despite the Federalcourt in Montana and United
States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit
both stating that the tribes' claims merited litigation. These courts nevertheless was compelled to dismiss the claims as barred by a
statute of limitations. A subsequent consitutional challenge by the tribes was dismissed
on res judicata grounds by the Federal court
in the District of Columbia. Section 8 of S. 391
will now allow these claims to be determined
on the merits. In the context of S. 391, which
also allows the lineal descendants to challenge the distribution madeto the tbes, it is
basic fairness to level the playing field by allowing the tribes to challenge the distebuton
to lineal descendants without the impediment
of the types of defenses that in the past prevented the tribes from securing a merits disposition of their constitutional claims.
Subsection (f)(1) of S. 391 would preclude
the tribes, once they receive a distribution
under this act, from litigating a claim to challenge the distrbution to lineal descendants
arising under the 1972 act. However, if such
" challenge commenced priorto the receipt of
a distribution, that challenge is not impeded
from proceeding. Also subsection (f)(2). as
mentioned, protect the right of the tribes to secure a disposition on the merits of any claim
they bring in intervention under subsection (a).
This fill has bipartisan support.
I urgemy colleagues to suppod this measure.
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